Abstract
Three-dimensional lead halide perovskites have surprised people for their defect-tolerant electronic and optical properties, two-dimensional lead halide layered structures exhibit even more puzzling phenomena: luminescent edge states in Ruddlesden-Popper perovskites and conflicting reports of highly luminescent versus non-emissive CsPb 2 Br 5 . In this work, we report the observation of bright luminescent surface states on the edges of CsPb 2 Br 5 microplatelets. We prove that green surface emission makes wide-bandgap single crystal CsPb 2 Br 5 highly luminescent. Using polarized Raman spectroscopy and atomic-resolution transmission electron microscopy, we further prove that polycrystalline CsPb 2 Br 5 is responsible for the bright luminescence. We propose that these bright edge states originate from corner-sharing clusters of PbBr 6 Lead halide perovskites have provided us not only an ideal material platform to realize the dream of high-efficiency solar cells and many other optoelectronic devices, but also a wide range of structures to explore unusual fundamental sciences 1, 2, 3, 4 . Depending on spatial configurations, lead halide octahedrons can form structures from three dimensional (3D) all the way to 0D perovskites 5 . While still not completely understood, the superior optoelectronic properties of perovskites are believed to originate from their immunity to defects and lack of non-radiative deep level traps. More surprising is recent observation of highly emissive deeplevel states on the edges of 2D Ruddlesden-Popper (R-P) (BA) 2 The difference in emission wavelength is also revealed by their spectra in Fig. 1i . CsPbBr 3 exhibits two peaks at 528 and 542 nm 25 , but CsPb 2 Br 5 has a broad peak blue shifted from the PL of CsPbBr 3 . This phase change was confirmed by Raman spectroscopy 26, 27, 28 . Fig. 1j shows . The fast transition from as the one shown in the PL mapping in Fig. 2i . Here a 632.8-nm laser was used to eliminate strong PL background. In addition, Raman spectra were recorded in a scattering configuration that selects only two B 2g phonon lines in good single crystals 28 . The Raman mapping in Fig. 2k reveals two distinct regions: a green region from the edge defined by a complete (depolarized)
Raman spectrum (green) in Fig. 2 Fig. 2o . We applied the same combined Raman/PL technique to the bright CsPb 2 Br 5 in Figs. 1f and 1h again. Fig. 4k shows the PL image of a CsPb 2 Br 5 crystal. As expected, this edge emission has a broad shorter wavelength centered at 511 nm (Fig. 4l) . Raman spectrum from the same spot exhibits a strong CsPb 2 Br 5 peak at 133 cm -1 but without any sign of CsPbBr 3 peak at 309 cm -1 (Fig. 4m) (Fig. 2) , immersed in water (Fig. 4c-j) , and no bump but with relatively "rough" surfaces ( Fig. 1f-h, Fig. 4k-p) . Their different morphologies and compositions are due to slightly different drying processing. For the platelets with bumps in Fig. 2 , they were scooped with a silicon substrate from the water surface and were blow dried by N 2 after they emerged to the surface from the precipitates at the bottom. In this case, some water will be left on the edges, and metal halide ions in the water will precipitate as water dries up. 
